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BECOMING
A FOX
Are you foxy? Interested in
learning the sport of roller derby? Would you like to be on the
foxiest roller derby team
around? A new skater training
class for women 18 and over
will begin in January.
For more information email
ffffoxyrecruiting@gmail.com.

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
Foothill Foxy Flyers have many
sponsorship opportunities available. See our sponsorship package information at...
http://foxyflyers.com/pdf/spon
sorshipform.pdf

Foxettes Earn
Another Win

By Nassty

Flyers Victorious in Final
Home Bout

Fox Finder

By IndisGretchen

On October 21st, the Foothill Foxy Flyers' B Team fought hard and
won their last home game of the season against the Wasteland
Derby Dames. Having played Wasteland in the past, the Flyers
knew their combination of strong teamwork and agile jammers
would prove to be strong competition. One noteworthy jammer,
Skalalala, was especially tough for the Flyers to contain. The Flyers’
walls were strong, yet Skalalala was nimble on her feet and precise
with her toestops throughout the duration of the game, challenging those strong walls every time she wore the star.
During the first half, Wasteland was able to keep the game close.
They just could not seem to take away the Flyers' slight lead even
with the multiple penalties the Flyers were racking up. By the second half, the Flyers managed to settle down and reduce their penalty count which allowed them to open up a strong lead and maintain it all the way to the end of the game.
Wasteland awarded Overall MVP to Moe Troublz, MVP Jammer
went to KawiGirl, and IndisGretchen received MVP blocker. All
players fought hard and the Flyers were honored to share the track
with Wasteland. Everyone played their hearts out on both teams,
and there was nothing but positive attitudes and comradery
throughout the game.
Great job on a great win Foxies!

As we near the end of the season, the last home bout
for the Foothill Foxy Flyers would have the Foxettes
hosting OC Roller Girls Back Bay Bombshells. Hosting a
team with a 10 year history in Orange County meant
that there were many familiar faces in the crowd. Even
Cont. pg. 2

It’s time to introduce another one of
our amazing volunteers Daniel “Lei-Z”
Montoya. I’m not sure how Daniel
came up with his derby name, but it
surely can’t be a play on lazy; he is
anything but. He is currently our Head
NSO and he works his tail off to ensure FFF always has a complete, well
trained NSO crew at all of our home
bouts. In addition to taking care of his
NSO duties, Daniel has decided to
become a Referee so he has started
his skills training with the freshmeat
and generally stays on his skates
through the Foxette/Flyer practice as
well. When he isn’t on skates or working on NSO duties, Daniel can be
found watching his stepson play football on Thursday afternoons and Friday nights and working the RantAholix! show on Kaotic Radio. He is a
Raider Fan “for life” and enjoys watching his team while drinking with family
and friends. He is a lover of all things
Star Wars, and a self-proclaimed nerd,
a practical joker, can bark better than
most dogs, a music parody enthusiast,
and absolutely loves Spitz Cracked
Pepper sunflower seeds. According to
reports from RollerCon, Daniel is the
Co-founder and a member of STD. He
is man enough to admit that he is
afraid of spiders and lucky for him his
“princess”, wife Jennifer “Hawaiian
Lei-u Out” is there to protect him.

What’s the Ruling?
We have dedicated many columns these past several months to explaining the basics of roller derby,
reviewing the rules and attempting to clarify scoring and penalties. This time we are going to talk
about the folks who are out there on the floor making sure games are played according to all of the
afore-mentioned parameters. It takes a large staff to keep roller derby safe and fun for players and
audiences alike. For FFF and other teams competing at our level, these staff are volunteers who do it
for the love of derby. Though we can never tell them often enough, they are tremendously appreciated and respected for all they do. Not only do they come out on game day, but they also come out
and spend hours helping out at practice and scrimmages, and in their “down time” they have to
learn the rules (which we’ve barely re-capped in this column for the past 9 months) and keep up with
all the rule changes. These amazingly wonderful folks I speak of are the Referees and NSOs (NonSkating Officials) without whom there would be no roller derby.
Each game requires a minimum of three and maximum of seven skating Referees. They must be on
skates, must pass a skills test, and many become certified. One Referee must be designated as the
Head Ref and he/she will be the ultimate authority on the floor and will assign positions to all Refs
and NSOs for that bout.
In addition to the Head Referee, there must be two Jammer Referees; one assigned to each team.
The Jammer Refs are stationed inside the track and are responsible for observing jammers; they
switch teams at the end of the half. The Jammer Refs determine and signal lead jammer status by
blowing two short whistles and pointing to the lead jammer for the entire jam. Jammer Refs are responsible for counting points and signaling the score to the Scorekeeper after each scoring pass.
Any additional Refs (up to 4 more) will be Pack Referees whose job it will be to observe the pack. No
more than two Pack Refs will be stationed inside the track with the Jammer Refs, all other Pack Refs
will be stationed around the outside of the track.

There are seven positions which must be filled by Non-Skating Officials. Two Scorekeepers will record
points reported by the Jam Refs and report the score to the Scoreboard Operator. There will be at
least one Penalty Tracker who will record the penalties reported by Referees and keep an official tally
of all players’ penalties. There are at least two Penalty Timing Officials. Their job is to oversee the Penalty Box, time penalties of skaters in the Penalty Box, and help to ensure teams play short when they
Jr. Scrimmage—Nov 14th 12 - 2 pm
Fontana Park 15556 Summit Ave
All juniors are welcome. Jams will be called
out by skill level, so there will be contact jams
and positional.
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are supposed to. One Scoreboard Operator
will post the score reported to them from
the Scorekeepers. In addition to keeping the
score posted, the Scoreboard Operator also
keeps the Official Period Clock and Jam Clock
up-to-date. Finally, there is one Jam Timer
who is responsible for starting jam clocks,
ending jams that run the full two minutes
and timing 30 seconds between jams.
This is the basic framework for the officiating
staff required to make our games possible.
For more details regarding the specific duties
for each position visit WFTDA.com. Oh, did I
mention how much FFF appreciates our Refs
and NSOs? Thanks again to all of you who
have been here for us!

Foxettes—from pg. 1

Heather ‘Disco’ Shelton, OCRG founder and owner, showed up to support her team.
Both teams were fired up and seemed to be pretty evenly matched so the fans were anticipating an exciting game. And from
the moment it started that’s exactly what they got. With both teams playing solid defense, not a single point came easy. The
Foxettes were able to take an early lead but the Bombshells continued to make adjustments which allowed them to stay within reach. Surprisingly, for such a hard-hitting, physical game the penalty box didn’t seem to be seeing much traffic.
As the game went into the second half FFF was determined to hold on to their lead and OCRG came out fighting to take the
win. The Foxettes were thrilled to be able to introduce a couple of their first-time bouters in their final home game of the season. TKO Rex and Knockout Nikki did a great job holding their own in this tough game.
The Bombshells never gave up and the Foxettes never let up making it exciting right to the end. T-Wreckz was a tough jammer
for OCRG busting through FFF’s walls time and again, but in the end the Foxettes just didn’t give the OC ladies a chance to take
the win away from them. As the second half came to a close the Foxettes would take the win with a score of 163 to 128. "They
had some defensive strategies that were unexpected but we made the adjustments necessary and it worked well for us. Our
jammers were relentless and that's what really kept us ahead while our defense worked out the strategy” said FFF’s Warship.
Wildcat, of OCRG, said “It was hard hitting and exciting last game for the season. I think the Foxettes and Bombshells played
their hearts out; a super fun and challenging game. I have to say I've met a lot of you (FFF) girls and you are always very welcoming, super cool girls and it's always a pleasure skating with you…my FFF's Derby sisters.”

